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CONVERSION FACTORS, U. S. CUSTOMARY TO METRIC (SI) 
UNITS OF MF.ASUREMENT 

u. S. customary units of measurement used in this report can be con

verted to metric (SI) units as follows: 

Mu.lti:12l;y: B;y: To Obtain 

microinches 0.0254 micrometres 

mils 0.0254 millimetres 

inches 2.54 centimetres 

microinches per inch 1.000 millionths 

cubic feet 0.02831685 cubic metres 

pounds (mass) o. 4535924 kilograms 

pounds (force) per square 6894.757 pascals 
inch 

ohms (0 int-US) 1.000495 ohms (0) 

Fahrenheit degrees 5/9 Celsius degrees or Kelvins* 

* To obtain Celsius (c) temperature readings from Fahrenheit (F) read
ings, use the following formula: C = (5/9)(F - 32). To obtain 
Kelvin (K) readings, use: K = (5/9)(F - 32) + 273.15. 
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SUMMARY 

Previous work has indicated the need for a low-modulus internal 
strain meter to define better the behavior of fresh portland-cement 
concrete. Such a meter was designed and constructed, using the linear 
variable differential transformer (LVDT). It and two well-known com
mercially available strain meters were tested for comparison purposes. 

The LVDT meter was found to be capable of measuring volume 
changes in fresh concrete as well as in hardened concrete. CUrrently 
available meters are designed to measure strains only in hardened con
crete. A~er the concrete had attained final set, all three of the me
ters tested gave volume change results that were essentially comparable. 

The LVDT meter is recommended to be used for short-term strain 
measurements in concrete. It is also recommended that f'urther work be 
performed to fully prove out the meter in long-term use in concrete. It 
would be advantageous to construct a meter having a temperature correc
tion equal to the linear coefficient of thermal expansion of concrete 
or even a zero temperature correction. It would also be advantageous to 
con~truct a meter with an axial length of 1 in. or less. 
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A LOW-MODULUS INTERNAL CONCRETE STRAIN METER 

PART I: INTRODUCTION 

Background 

1. The Concrete Laboratory of the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways 

Experiment Station (WES) became interested in the development of a 

linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) strain meter in 1968. 

Difficulties had been encountered with all well-known internal strain 

meters used in an earlier investigation.* 

2. The report on that investigation recommended the following: 

" ..• that a low-modulus transducer be developed to measure the expansion 

of concrete before it hardens and stuaies be conducted to better define 

the behavior of fresh concrete. All transducers now available for long

term internal measurements in concrete exhibit a modulus too high to 

measure the movement of concrete before it hardens. Due to the ex

tremely low modulus and many excellent characteristics of the linear 

variable differential transformer (LVDT) as a displacement transducer, 

it is recommended that the possibility of using an LVDT for internal 

strain measurements be explored." 

3. In the previous investigation, three well-known strain meters 

were employed~ They were the Carlson strain meter, the vibrating wire 

gage, and SR-4 strain gages cemented to reinforcement bars. All of the 

meters were too stiff to measure early strains. The Carlson strain me

ter fails to measure these strains due to at least two reasons. The 

brass housing is too stiff for fresh concrete, and the gage wires are 

under 100,000-psi** tension, resulting in a high-modulus gage. The 

* A. M. Alexander and D. L. Ainsworth, "Strains Developed in Concrete 
During and Subsequent to Hardening," Miscellaneous Paper C-71-6, 
Jun 1971, U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, CE, 
Vicksburg, Miss. 

** A table of factors for converting U. S. customary units of measure
ment to metric (SI) units is presented on page ix. 
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vibrating wire gage has a thin steel housing that must deform before a 

volume change in the fresh concrete is registered, and obviously rein

forcement bars do not follow the concrete until the concrete is com

pletely hardened. Fresh concrete will flow past the steel since very 

large forces are required to deflect a reinforcement bar. Even the 

latest internal concrete meter--the Microdot embedment meter--is very 

stiff due to its steel housing. 

The ideal meter 

4. Geymayer* commented on meters for use in concrete as follows: 

"When a meter is embedded in a material, it is obvious that it will have 

to occupy space normally occupied by the material and will, therefore, 

disturb the continuity of the material unless the meter and the dis

placed material have identical elastic or viscoelastic properties, co

efficients of thermal expansion, and volume stability, and the meter is 

perfectly bonded to the surrounding material. For a material such as 

concrete, whose complicated viscoelastic properties change with time, 

complete matching of meter and displaced material is practically im

possible. Hence, the designer's objective is to construct a meter so 

that the error introduced in the measurements by the imperfect matching 

of physical properties is as small as possible •. In the case of internal 

strain measurement, therefore, the deformation ·of the meter and the de

formation which the displaced concrete would have normally undergone 

should be as nearly equal as possible, or should bear a constant ratio 

to each other. Similarly_, _in the case n:f internal stress measurement 

the load acting on the meter and the load which would have normally been 

acting on the concrete displaced by the meter should either be equal or 

maintain a constant ratio to each other." 

5, The ideal strain meter should be small enough to prevent a 

disturbance of the stress field that would have existed in the dis

placed concrete. It should be large enough to give a meaningful average 

* H. G. Geymayer, "Strain Meters and Stress Meters for Embedment in 
Models of Mass Concrete Structures," Technical Report No. 6-811, 
Mar 1967, U. s. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, CE, 
Vicksburg, Miss. 
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of the strains at a point. Although one muy consider concrete homo

geneous in some situations, it becomes a very heterogeneous substance to 

a gage that is 1 in. long when it contains aggregate up to 2 in. in di

ameter. Thus, the size of the aggregate dictates the length of the 

meter. On the other hand, a meter 1 in. long would be desirable for a 

small-aggregate or mortar mixture. 

6. Loh* has expressed the opinion that the ideal meter would 

have a modulus of elasticity that is approximately zero. The linear co

efficient of thermal expansion should equal that of the surrounding ma

terial. Otherwise, lateral stresses will result between the meter and 

material that are directly related to the difference between the thermal 

coefficients. Also, it is desirable to have equal Poisson's ratios. 

Lateral stresses are also produced by the difference in viscoelastic 

properties. The length-to-diameter ratio should be 5 or larger. The 

ideal meter should have sensitivity only in the direction of its length 

or have zero cross-sensitivity. It should require no temperature 

correction or be easily corrected for temperature changes. It should be 

capable of resolution of a few units of microstrain with a total range 

of several thousand. It should be reliable and f'u.nction fur a long time 

to allow evaluation of time-dependent mechanisms in the concrete, such 

as creep, etc. The internal gage mechanism should not be subject to 

creep with age. It should be easy to place and read, inexpensive, and 

available in various sizes. 

Hostile enviror1rnen-t 0~ concrete 

7. Measurements must be made within concrete in order that the 

actual stress and deformation within the structure or a model of the 

structure can be evaluated. It is necessary that the meter be con

structed to be resistant to the hostile environment within concrete. 

One of the primary considerations is waterproofing. A meter must be 

completely waterproofed to prevent corrosion of the gage system within 

* Y. c. Loh, "Internal Stress Gauges for Cementitious Materials," 
Contract No. N5ori-07847 NR 064-331, Jul 1951, Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, Department of Civil and Sanitary Engineering, Cam
bridge, Mass. 
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the casing or housing. The environment will be highly alkaline and may 

contain aggressive agents that tend to corrode the meter. Considera

tion must be given to the type of material of which the housing is con

structed. The meter must be sufficiently rugged to withstand placement 

and consolidation of the concrete. Although mortar will tend to flow to 

relieve large stresses on the meter, large forces may be present in 

concrete due to varied sizes and shapes of aggregate. A satisfactory 

strain meter must be capable of withstanding these effects and yet ex

hibit a low modulus of elasticity in the direction of the sensitive a.xis. 

8. Meters embedded in mass concrete structures should remain 

operable during and a~er exposure to a temperature range of approxi

mately -20 F to 150 F. Conditions in modeling tests are usually less 

severe. However, prestressed-concrete reactor vessels may involve 

temperatures in excess of 150 F, which would also be reflected in models 

of these structures. 

Characteristics of the sensing unit 

9. The LVDT is used extensively in industrial application for the 

measurement of many physical quantities, such as temperature, humidity, 

vibration, pressure, flow, radiation, and strain. The LVDT is known as 

a high-precision transducer with a large signal ·output and highly stable 

a-c signal that is linear with displacement; it has a wide strain range, 

has a large length-to-diameter ratio, and is rugged in harsh environ

ments such as high humidity and vibration. Effects due to temperature 

. change -a:re very -small when excitati:on -vol-t~geE of' higher frequencies are 

employed in the signal conditioning equipment. Since none of the LVDT 

components are under stress, hysteresis does not exist in the transducer. 

Calibration is easily accomplished with a micrometer mounted on a small 

fixture. It has a wide operating range of temperature from -85 F to 

450 F. The output voltage variation of the LVDT is stepless a~d has 

infinite resolution limited only by the associated equipment. 

10. The principle of operation of the LVDT is as follows. A pri

mary and two secondary coils are synnnetrically spaced on a hollow cy

lindrical form (fig. 1). A small iron core, supported by a nonmagnetic 

rod, moves axially within the cylinder in response to the mechanical 
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input. When the core is in the center or "null" position, the a-c 

voltages induced in the secondary windings will be equal due to the 

symmetry of magnetic coupling to the primary. However, if the core is 

moved, one voltage will increase and the other will decrease in such 

a manner that the net difference will be proportional to core dis

placement (fig. 2). An exciter-demodulator provides excitation to the 

LVDT and conditions the output from the secondary to power a d-c re

corder, oscilloscope, voltmeter, etc. 

11. The LVDT has characteristics that approach those of the 

ideal meter. It has a modulus of elasticity near zero since the core 

that passes through the center of the small transformer is frictionless. 

CORF 

TO AC VOLTAG£l .... 
SOURCE (CONSTANT) I 

- { OIFH REN CE VOLTAGE 

~--- OUTPuT f. SEC. I E SEC.2 

Fig. 1. Operation of the LVDT 
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A l 
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VOLTAGE OUT, 
OPPOSITE PHASE 

CORE DISPLACEMENT 

~~ 
CORE AT A CORE AT 0 

(NULL POSITION) 

CORE POSITION 

tE::~ 
CORE AT B 

Fig. 2. LVDT output voltage and phase as 
function of core position 
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This characteristic is important when attempting to measure volume 

changes in fresh concrete. Although a sealed housing will necessarily 

add frictional forces to the meter, it is of utmost importance to 

develop a housing that will allow a meter to retain the low-friction 

characteristic. 

12. As previously mentioned, a meter for model work should be 

small. This produces less disturbance of the stress field about the 

displaced concrete. The LVDT has the characteristic that will allow 

one to make a smaller meter than now exists. It should be possible to 

build one having a practical length of 1 in. or less. The LVDT used in 

these tests was capable of resolving a few microstrains and had a total 

range of 0.1 in. in either direction. The sensitivity was excellent at 

0.1 mv/µ€ and the output is compatible with most d-c recording instru

ments. The temperature correction was about 10 µE/°F for a Daytronic 

DS200 LVDT. The transformer could be constructed of manganin rather 

than copper, and would, therefore, require a smaller temperature correc

tion. The only possible disadvantage known is that drift may be 

possible, not from the gage itself, but from the excitation unit. It is 

not intended to suggest that the excitation unit is unreliable, but to 

indicate only that the stability of the output ~s a f'unction of the 

excitation unit as well as of the sensing unit. 

Purpose and Scope 

13. The purpose of this investigation was to develop a low

modulus internal concrete meter with a frictionless LVDT sensing unit 

having the capability of measuring dimensional changes in freshly mixed 

concrete as well as in hardened concrete. Before designing a housing, 

a literature search was made to find a sufficiently durable sensing 

unit that would withstand the rugged environment of concrete and at the 

same time possess the characteristics necessary for a precise and 

accurate measurement. Well-known meters available on the market would 

then be used as references in hardened concrete to verif'y the potential 

of the new meter. Although it was anticipated that all meters would 
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indicate identical dimensional changes in hardened concrete, the worth 

of the new meter would be gaged by its response in freshly mixed 

concrete. 
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PART II: DESCRIPTION OF STUDY 

Construction and O;peration of LVDT Strain Meter 

14. The essential features of the low-modulus LVDT internal 

strain meter are shown in fig. 3. Only a short portion of the copper 

CLOTH 
TAPE 

"O" RING 

CORE 
ROD 

CYLINDER 

-COUPLING PLATES--

CORE 

Fig. 3. Low-modulus LVDT strain meter 

rod containing the electrical wires will be outside or external to the 

concrete. As the concrete is placed about the.meter, a bond is estab

lished between the coupling plates and the concrete. Cloth tape, or a 

thin piece of some insulating material, is wrapped about the cylindri

cal tube, which prevents the concrete from bonding to the body metal. 

The two _plates can _mov~ -t_oward -each other or apart from each other, 

depending on whether the material is decreasing or increasing in volume. 

Any displacement of one plate with respect to the other causes a 

corresponding displacement of the core rod relative to the transformer. 

The principle utilized in this meter is the LVDT. 

15. The space within the meter is filled with oil to prevent the 

accumulation of moisture. The "O" rings that allow the flanges to move 

have just enough roll and elastic movement to cover the entire range of 

deformation expected in concrete. Photographs of the meter are shown 

in fig. 4. The housing was made by the WES Machine Shops, and the 

dimensions of the components are shown in fig. 5. 
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a. Disassembled 

b. 

The LVDT 
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Calibration 

16. The calibration of the meter was accomplished by placing it 

in a fixture which also held a micrometer having a resolution of 

0.0001 in. Calibrations were conducted at a constant temperature of 

72 F. To determine the temperature correction of the meter, an invar 

frame was constructed to maintain the meter at a constant length while 

undergoing temperature changes. By immersing the meter in a water 

bath, it was possible to get a number of readings at equilibrated 
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temperatures. The water bath temperature was measured with a 2801A 

Hewlett-Packard quartz thermometer and recorded on a Model 562A 

Hewlett-Packard printer. The correction was found to be 9.2 µE/°F in 

a compressive direction; that is, for temperature increases, the out

put indicated an apparent compression. 

Test Description 

17. The LVDT meter was tested in a low-strength portland-cement 

grout. Previous work with this grout indicated that it would shrink 

for about 15 hr before initial set. The 28-day strength of this grout 

is about 1000 psi, permitting the meter to be retrieved after testing 

has been completed. The proportions of the mixture are given in the 

following tabulation. 

Material 

Type II portla.nd cement 

Fly ash 

ChemStress II 

Barite 

Bentonite gel 

Sand, NTS concrete 

Cement friction reducer-2 

Water 

Total 

Solid 
Volume 
cu f't 

0.044 

0.039 

0.046 

0.052 

0.034 

0.372 

0.02 

o.413 

1.000 

Saturated Surface 
Dry Weight 

lb 

8.65 

6.oo 
8.76 

13.77 

5.00 

60.00 

o-.oz 
25.70 

127.90 

18. A waxed cardboard cylinder 20 in. in diameter was cut to a 

height of 24 in. and used as a form for the grout. Plaster of paris 

was placed in the base of the form to a depth of about 1/2 in. to seal 

the form from leakage. Cloth strings were placed horizontally across 

the form to support the LVDT meter and two other reference meters. A 

photograph of the setup is shown in fig. 6. Each of the three meters 
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embedment meter. The instrumentation required for the Microdot gage 

was identical with that used for the Carlson meter: a power supply, a 

bridge completion network, and a strip-chart recorder. Calibration was 

accomplished by using the factory-supplied gage factor and shunting 

resistors across an active arm of the bridge. A diagram of the instru

mentation connection is shown in fig. 7. 

HEWLETT-PACKARD 
STRIP CHART 
RECORDER 

DAYTRONIC 
201c 

CEC 
3-140 

POWER 
SUPPLY 

~?c?ifldDoT 
BRIDGE 
NETWORK 

FORM 

DIA. - 2r:i' 
HGt-24" 

YSI 
THERMISTOR 
NETWORK 

Fig. 7. Measurement system 

22. Grout temperature measurements were made with a Yellow 

Springs thermistor, part No. 44203. Again a CEC 3-140 power supply 

was used, and measurements were recorded on a 7100B Hewlett-Packard 

strip-chart recorder. The output of the circuit was related to the 

temperature by this equation: 

Vout [mv] = (3.77589 X TF + 228.10) Vin [volts] 

13 



PART III: TEST RESULTS 

23. The test was terminated a~er 80 hr. The test mixture 

shrank for the first 12 hr until initial set, then expanded for 7 hr. 

No dimensional changes were noted between the ages of 20 and 60 hr. At 

the test age of 60 hr, the grout surface was flooded with about 3 in. 

of water, which produced an expansion during the last 20 hr. 

24. The test results showed that the LVDT meter indicated more 

shrinkage than the other two meters while the grout was in the 

unhardened state. A~er the grout had hardened, all three meters per

formed essentially the same. The performance of each meter and a 

temperature curve are shown in figs. 8-12. 
25. Figs. 8 and 9 show the performance of the LVDT meter plotted 

on two different scales. Figs. 8, 10, and 11 show the performances of 

the LVDT meter, the Microdot meter, and the Carlson meter, all plotted 

on the same scale. The LVDT meter indicated a shrinkage of 3500 µE, 

while the Microdot and Carlson meters indicated shrinkages of only 558 

and 956 µE, respectively. 

26. The above numbers do not take into account the apparent 

shrinkage due to the temperature rise of the grout during hydration. 

All three of the meters require a temperature correction in the same 

direction, but have different correction factors~ The LVDT meter 

indicates a~ apparent compression of 9.2 µE/°F ~s the temperature 

rises, while the Microdot and Carlson meters indicate apparent compres

sions of 6.0 and 6.7 µE/°F, respectively. In fig. 12, it can be seen 

--that-the -temperature rose 73°F during hydration. The temperature cor

rections are 675 µE for the LVDT meter, 438 µE for the Microdot meter, 

and 489 µE for the Carlson meter, and the actual shrinkage measurements 

were, therefore, 2828 µE, 120 µE, and 467 µE, respectively. A five- to 

twenty-fold increase in readings was obtained with the LVDT meter as 

compared with the other meters in measuring dimensional change of the 

unhardened grout. 

27. The addition of water to the hardened grout surface at the 

test age of 60 hr produced grout expansion and allowed the LVDT meter 

14 
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to be tested in hardened grout. This meter performed similarly to the 

other two meters. The indicated strains were 308, 295, and 328 µE for 

the LVDT meter, the Microdot meter, and the Carlson meter, respectively. 

28. In order to give a quantitative idea of the modulus of 

elasticity of the LVDT meter, a test was run to compare it with the 

Microdot meter and the Carlson meter. The meters were not embedded in 

grout for this test. Each meter was set in a fixture and loaded with a 

500-g weight. The LVDT meter indicated a strain of 4985 µE, while the 

Microdot and Carlson meters indicated only 152 and 139 µE, respectively. 

The LVDT meter has a modulus of elasticity 30 times less than that of 

the other two meters. 
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PART IV: CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 

29. The results obtained in this study indicate that an LVDT 

strain meter capable of measuring dimension changes in unhardened grout 

can be constructed. The LVDT meter tested proved to have a very low 

modulus of elasticity and to be waterproof for the duration of the test. 

It is felt that there is sufficient evidence to warrant consideration 

of this meter for immediate short-term strain measurements in concrete. 

30. The low-modulus LVDT strain meter has all the advantages of 

the other well-known meters with one additional distinct advantage 

which makes it unique. This meter will measure dimensional changes in 

grout or concrete while the material is still in the unhardened stage. 

The construction of the meter allows the "O" rings to roll before they 

start sliding. The construction allowed the meter to be compressed or 

expanded about 40 mils in either direction. Any movement past 40 mils 

would cause the "O" rings to start sliding, increasing significantly 

the modulus of elasticity of the meter. Of course, a range of move

ment as large as ~40 mils is not needed in concrete or grout. 

Recommendations 

31. It is recommended that further work be performed with this 

meter to fully prove out its long-term use in concrete. In addition, 

it may be possible to construct an LVDT meter having a temperat\lre 

correction equal to the average linear coefficient of thermal expansion 

of hardened concrete. It also may be possible to construct a meter 

having a zero temperature correction. It is, therefore, recommended 

that additional work be performed to produce such a meter. Finally, 

it is frequently advantageous to have a meter with an axial length of 

1 in. or less. It is recommended that work be performed along these 

lines. 
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APPENDIX A: ADAP:rATION OF THE CARLSON STRAIN METER 
FOR AUTOMATIC RECORDING OF STRAIN MEASUREMENTS 

1. In order to adapt the Carlson strain meter for automatic 

recording, it is necessary to understand the physical construction of 

the meter, its principle of operation, and measurement techniques. 

Physical Construction of the Meter* 

2. The meter is in the general form of a long cylinder with 

anchors on the end to engage the surrounding concrete. Within the 

flexible brass cover tube, a steel framework supports porcelain spools 

around which are wound, under 100,000-psi tension, two equal coils of 

very fine steel music wire, 0.0025 in. in diameter. 

Principle of Operation 

3. The instrument is designed to take advantage of two electri

cal properties of steel wire: resistance of the wire varies directly 

with temperature and with the tension on the wire. When the ends of 

the strain meter are pulled apart by an expansion in concrete, the 

outer or expansion coil elongates and increases in tension and, conse

quently, in resistance as well. At the same time, the inner or 

contraction coil decreases in resistance as it shortens. The ratio of 

the resistance of the expansion coil to the resistance of the contrac

tion coil~ which at all times is very: near unity, is used as a 

sensitive measure of\length change in the strain meter. A typical 

meter usually calibrates to about 4 millionths of an inch per inch per 

0.01 percent change in ratio.•, Resistance ratio changes are not 

affected by simultaneous temperature changes of the wire since the 

temperature change affects both coils by an equal percentage. 

* J. M. Raphael and R. W. Carlson, "Measurement of Structural Action 
in Dams," 1954, p 5, James J. Gillich & Co., Berkeley, Calif. 
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4. Temperature is measured by taking the sum of the resistance 

of the expansion and contraction coils. This sum is not affected 

materially by variation in resistance due to length changes, as these 

plus and minus values very nearly cancel each other in the sum. The 

resistance of the miniature meter is about 60 ohms at 72 F, and in

creases about 1 ohm for every 9°F rise in temperature. A correction 

of 6.7 millionths of an inch per inch for each 1°F change of tempera

ture must be made for the expansion of the strain meter frame. Actual 

calibration data are provided for each instrument. 

Measurement Technique--Wheatstone Brid.ge 

5. Strains are determined in the Carlson strain meter by a 

measurement of the resistance change in the expansion and contraction 

coils. There is a direct relation between the resistance change and 

the strain of the coils of the meter. This strain is measured man

ually ~th a small test set that employs the Wheatstone bridge tech

nique in a balanced configuration. Two of the four arms required to 

make up the bridge circuit are in the meter itself. The other two arms 

are in the test set. The two arms in the miniature meter are about 30 

ohms each at room temperature. The two arms in the test set are about 

100 ohms each. One of the arms is fixed at 100 ohms, and the other is 

variable from zero to 109.99 ohms. The diagram below illustrates the 

electrical connections that are made when making a strain measurement. 

6. Each coil in a new meter will be approximately equal in 

resistance. It can be assumed without error that each arm is equal in 

_resistance and that-any £ub-c'~quent stTain -ai'ter -placement in concrete 

will cause the expansion arm to increase by the runount of 6R and 

simultaneously produce a decrease of 6R in the contraction arm. 

Later calculations will show the miniature meter to have a gage factor 

of about 6. This means that the percentage change in resistance 

· (~R/R x 100) is six times the percentage change in the length of the 

meter (~L/L x 100). In contrast, a bonded SR-4 strain gage has a 

factor of about 2. 
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7. A least reading on the Carlson test set represents the mini

mum strain that can be resolved. It is defined in terms of the 

resistance of the adjustable arm. The smallest change that can be made 

is 0.01 ohm. This will be shown later to represent a change in ratio 

of the contraction and expansion coils of 0.0001, which represents 

approximately a 1.5 n() change (6R) in each coil. For the SM-4 meter, 

this corresponds to 8.18 microstrains, the smallest unit of strain that 

can be resolved. For a larger length meter, a l.east reading corresponds 

to about 4- micrastrains+ 
\ 

Factory Calibration Constants 

8. Two calibration constants are given on the factory calibration 

sheet. One is the relationship of strain to the least reading and the 

other the relationship of the resistance change with temperature. 

Typical calibration constants for the SM-4 meter are 8.18 microstrains/ 
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least reading and 12.27°F/ohm. Also, the resistance of the meter is 

given on the calibration sheet for a temperature of 0 F. It is then 

possible to calculate the temperature for any known resistance or vice 

versa. 

Calculation of the Meter Gage Factor 

9. To adapt the Carlson meter to an automatic recording system, 

it is necessary that the gage factor be known. The definition of the 

gage factor is the ratio of the percentage change in resistance to the 

percentage change in the length of the meter [G.F. = (6RfR)f(6LfL)]. 

Assuming a least reading of 8.18 µin.fin. (6LfL = 8.18 x 106 in.fin.) 

and that the resistance of the meter at 0 Fis 54.03 ohms, and the 

calibration factor for the temperature is 12.27°Ffohm, then the 

resistance at room temperature can be calculated as follows: 

Rg = Rg +! where Rg = 54.03 and a = 12.27 
0 a 0 

(Al) 

Rg = 54 03 +' 12 · 0 
. 12.27 

Rg = 59.90 ohms 

10. Since 59.90 ohms represents the resistance of both the ex

pansion and the contraction coil, this resistance must be halved to 

obtain the resistance of each coil. Except for slight differences in 

manufacturing of the meter, one can assume that Rg = 29.95 ohms in 

the rest·or unplaced position. The only par'3llleter lacking on the right 

side of the gage factor equation is AR . Assume that the flanges of 

the meter are displaced by 8.18 microstrains. According to the 

calibration sheet, this represents a least reading and represents a 

0.01-ohm change in the adjustable completion resistor in the test set. 

The following is the schematic diagram of a strain measurement. 

11. As noted above, the two coils are assumed equal. It is, 

therefore, obvious that the adjustable resistor in the diagram 

would have to read 100.00 ohms to obtain a balance. The ratio of the 

expansion coil to the contraction coil is 1.0000. At balance, the 
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CONTRACTION 
COIL 

Rg-llR 

A 

100 OHMS 
Re 

R g = 29.95 OHMS 

Rg+ AR __ ...._ __ 
B 

0- 109.99 
Re 

current through the meter is zero, which forces the current 1
1 

in 

the contraction coil to equal the current in the 100-ohm resistor. The 

same is true of the other two arms. The current 12 in the expansion 

coil will be equal to the current in the adjustable completion resi.>

tor. Also since the meter has zero current, the voltage from A to B is 

zero. This means the voltage drop across the expansion coil will be 

equal to the voltage across the contraction coil or: 

(A2) 

The same is true for the other two arms. 

(A3) 

I 
Dividing equation A3 by equation A2, we get: 

100 Rx =---R - AR R + t,R 

Rearranging 
R = 100 R + AR 

x R - AR (A4) 
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If the meter flanges are displaced 8.18 µE, a 0.01-ohm change in the 

adjustable arm is required to rebalance the bridge and the equation 

would be: 

100.01 ::: 100 R + l:iR 
R - AR 

100.0l(R - AR) ::: lOO(R + till) 

100.0lR - 100.0lAR ::: lOOR + lOOAR 

-200.0lAR ::: -0.0lR 

AR ::: 2g0~~l (29.95) = 0.0014970 

AR = 1. 497rrlJ 

Substituting this into the gage factor equation: 

G.F. = ~ AL = E 

L 

0. 00149_7 /29. 95 G.F. = ~~~-""'-'-'-b,..........__.. ___ ~ 
8.18 x 10 in./in. 

G.F. = 6.11 

(A5) 

The gage factor is 12.22 effectively since there-are two active arms. 

The gage factor will prove usef\ll below, where "it will be used in cal

culations to simulate a strain for calibration purposes. 

Mathematics of Meter Output Voltage in 
an Unbalanced Circuit 

12. It is a common practice to employ Wheatstone bridge circuits 

in an unbalanced configuration for automatic data recording. The 

following calculations will deal with the calculation of the output 

voltage expected from the meter in terms of the excitation voltage to 

the meter, the value of the completion resistors, and the sinmlated 
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strain appropriated to the meter. Consider the following unbalanced 

configuration for a bridge circuit: 

CONTRACTION 
COIL 

R9- l1R 

Re FIXED 

EXPANSION 
COIL 

Rg+ AR ----

I 
Re FIXED 

Ein 

13. Assume that the input impedance of the recorder is infinite. 

This means that the bridge will have no load on its output. Actually, 

a recorder with lOOK ohms input impedance would be satisfactory with 

the following calculations in the no-load condition. 

14. The difference in the voltage drops across the completion 

resistors is equal to the output voltage. 

or 

But the currents can also be expressed in terms of the known resis

tances and known excitation voltage. 

E. 
in-11 = Rg - ~R + R 

c 

Combining with equation A6, 

T2 -

E. in 
Rg + ~R + R 

c 

E = R E. (Rg l - l ) o c in - 6R + Rc Rg + 6R + Rc 

A7 

(A6) 

(A7) 



Rearranged, equation A5 is: 

tiR = EG.F. • Rg 

Combining with equation A2: 

E =RE. ( l o c in Rg - EG.F.Rg + R 
c 

1 
Rg + EG.F.Rg (AB) 

Equation AB gives the relationship between the output voltage and 

strain. For a typical circuit, the following constants may be assumed: 

R = 120 ohms c 
Rg = 29.95 ohms 

G.F. = 12.22 

E. 3.0 volts in 

As an example, 500 ~€ would produce a 5.B6-mv output. It is, therefore, 

possible to record strain on a 10-mv multipoint recorder without any 

signal conditioning equipment other than a stable power supply, a 

balance network, and the direct-current recorder. The input impedance 

of the recorder could be a.s low as lOOK ohms without any loss of 

accuracy. 

Simulation of Strain 

15. To check calculations or voltage measurements or to have 

an alternative form of calibration, it is advantageous to use shunt 

resistors across an active arm. Although the meter has two active arms, 

only one arm can be shunted in the calibration procedure. A shunt 

resistance always produces a lower resistance than the arm shunted, 

which is satisfactory for the contraction coil but unsatisfactory for 

the expansion coil. A correction by a factor of two in the following 
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equation is required to make up the output lacking from a single shunt. 

First the ratio of the change in resistance to the gage resistors is 

derived. The total resistance (RT) obtained from shunting the gage re

sistance (Rg) by the shunt resistance (Rs) is: 

RgRs ) 
RT = Rg + Rs (A9 

The change in resistance is: 

AR= Rg - ~ 

Combining equations A9 and AlO and solving for Rs: 

From the gage factor equation: 

G.F. 

and rearranging: 

~ = (G.F.)E 

Combining equations All and Al2: 

Rs = Rg /_l_ - 1) \G.F.E 
\ ,-

(AlO) 

(All) 

(Al2) 

(Al3) 

Equation Al3 gives the relation between simulated strain and the shunt 

resistance. Because there are two active arms and only one arm is 

being shunted, a correction is made to the equation and it becomes: 

(Al4) 
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Corrections for Lead Resistance 

16. For measurements remote from the recording system, it is 

necessary to adjust the gage factor to correct for lead resistance. 

The resistance of the lead wires will be in the arms themselves rather 

than outside the bridge circuit. First, it is important to note that a 

given strain (E) will always produce the same change in resistance 

(6R), with or without the effects of lead wire resistance. A reduction 

in output is produced because the bridge is sensitive to the percentage 

change in resistance rather than the change in resistance. In other 

words, the difference in output is a f'unction of 6R/(Rg + rl) rather 

than 6R. Whereas it took a change of one least reading or 0.01 obm in 

the variable completion resistor on the Carlson test set to offset a 

strain of 8.18 µE (factory calibration constant), it will require a 

different value of resistance to offset the roame strain when there is 

lead resistance. The equation for the balanced c:onfiguration is 

as follows: 

Rx = Rg + 6R ~ rl 
100 Rg - 6R + rl 

For a resistance of a single lead wire of 2.085 obms, a gage resistance 

of 29.95 obms, and a change of resistance equal to that in the earlier 

calculations (0.001497 obm), Rx can be calculated; 

Rx= 100 (29.95 + 0.001497 + 2.085) = 100 0088 obms 
29.95 - 0.001497 + 2.085 . 

The change in Rx is 0.0088 ohm, which is somewhat less than a least 

reading of 0.01 obm. Therefore, if 8.18 µE corresponds to 0.0088 obm, 

the new calibration constant will be: 

8.18 . 0.01 
0.0088 8.74 µE/least reading 
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The new gage factor is as follows: 

G.F. 

G.F. = AR/(Rg + rl) 
€ 

0.001497/(29.95 + 2.085) -6 - 5.71 
8.18 x 10-

In the output voltage equation or the shunt resistor equation, 

the gage factor would need to be replaced with the corrected value and 

the gage resistance would be the gage resistance plus the resistance of 

the lead wire in that arm. 

Apparatus 

18. Very little additional equipment is needed to adapt the 

Carlson strain meter to automatic recording. If thermocouples can be 

used to make the temperature measurement, then all that is required is 

a stable d-c power supply with a range from 0-3 volts and a rating of 

at least 0.1 amp. A bridge completion network with a balance adjust

ment such as the Microdot SG091 would be excellent. A multipoint 

recorder with an input range of 0-10 mv and an input impedance of at 

least 100,000 ohms will suffice for recording purposes. This would 

allow either 12 or 24 meters to be recorded at the same time. Many 

other combinations of equipment would work as the system can be very 

flexible. 

Computer Program 

19. A program that computes all the parameters needed based on 

the factory calibration sheet that arrives with the meter is given 

below. The equal signs on the program are the numbers fed to the 

computer and the other numbers are calculated and printed by the com

puter. Some of the equations in the program are of a different form 

than in the discussion above, but yield the same answers. Possibly the 

logic is more straightforward in the discussion and more easily 
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understood. The program does not contain the equations that allow one 

to calculate the temperature from the Carlson meter. These equations 

are simple to derive. 
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1 1 '?IC 
1 '.:>'1C 
110C 
1 4 ,,,r, 
1 "i0C 
1 6;.,c 
1 7'ilC 
1 w~c 
191?)C 
~0V'IC 

'.:> 1 .. ~ r, 
~'.:>I/IC 

l'.1!/IC 
'.:> ,,,,,c 
-.:> s:.ic 
'.:>61/1C 
'.:> 70C 
'.:>ROIG 
~9'1C 

Vl'ilC 
J115C 

11 ?IC 
1 '>t:iC 
'.11 'ii 'T>'.JO '1 
140 
1 ">0 
v;r.i 
'."!71?) 
181?) 

19·1 
,, "l 1 

4 11?\ 
4'.:>0 
l1 1'-l 
,, '1 "l r, 
4 c; ?I 

46~ 

/j 7."' 
14 ~,,, 

'19 '?I 
'j <:}'.'.} 

c:; ?I 1 
"> 111 
">'.:>?I 
c; '.:> 1 
c; 11?1 
"'> IJ I?\ 
c; =, '1 
i; ') 1 
c:; 'Sr.\ 

- I -

A'JTOV,ATIC DATA ~ECO':iDJ.\lG FR0"-1 A CARLSO,\l STRAPJ METE!1 

GIJEN THE ORIGINAL CALI9"ATION CONSTA~T O~ A STRAIN 
~~TEn, TH! ~EfER RESISfANCE AT 0 DEG• F•1AND THE RESISTANCE 
OF A DAIQ OF LEADSJ TYE NE~ CALI9· co~sT. IS CALCULATED. 
T4IS IS IN UNITS OF UIN./IN°/LEAST READING. THIS CONSTANT 
IS T4EN CO\lVERTED TO UIN./l'.1·1:1ILIOH:1 ~HERE THE CHANGE 
I~ RESISTANC2 conPES?ONDS TO THE EXPANSION UR 

CONTRACfION GA3E RAfHE~ T4AN THE DECADE CONTROL ON THE TEST 
qQx. T4EN T4E TE~P. COEFF.• OF THE STRAIN ~~TER IS INPUTfED 
AND THE PESISTANCE O~ THE GAGE IS CALCLlLATED FO~ 72•?1 
f· DEG. ~HICH IS Non~AL LAq rE~P. FOR CALIRRATION. THE 
GASE FACTOR OF THE ~ETER IS THEN CALCULATED· IT ~ILL NOR~ALLY 
>l!<; A80'JT 6 TJ"IES TYt..T OF AN SR-4 STRAPJ GMiE SI '.ICF.: Tl!E FRA:1E 
OF fHE ~ETEn IS LO'.IJ AND HENCE AULiIPLIES THE GAGE FACTOR 
THE'J A SI >'.'JLC\TED STRAIN IS I 'JPIJTTED AND T!-IE CORl1ESPO:'.IDL\JG Sl!UNT 
R~SISTANr:E n~~~I~~D IS ·ct..LCULATED· Tl-IE CORRESPONDING 
r,4n~G~ I:\l Q~SISTA~r,~ OF f~l\T oq~ !S ALSO CoLCJLnrED SINCE 
T4E srqq1N IS 01qECfLY pqQpO~TIO:\JQL TO THIS C4A~GE IN 
RESISTq:\lCE· THE:\l ~NJ~l\JG THE EXCITl\fIO~ JOLTAGE AND THE 
VAL~E OF T4E C0~PLETION RESISTORS THE OUTPUT JOLTAGE CAN ~E 
C4LC~LQTED JHICH ~ESULTS FROM STRAI~ 09 SI~ULATED STRAIN• 

PRINT1"0nI-.3I'.\!AL CALI8• CONST.CUPJ./IN./LEAST qEADING>" 
READ.Cr.I 
PRINT1"~ETER RESISTANCE AT (IJ DEG· F·COl-l~S>" 

READ, P7. "'.'10 
D~I NT, "QSSI STANCE OF LEAD PAI RCOH,~S>" 
'1El:'\D1 "LEl\D 
r,c0=cc1+nLF~D•CC1•~·~9/P~E~Q 

;:i;u~JT."TE~P· COEfF. OF :1ETEqcr .. DE{j./04:1)" 
q~i:rn, A.L'?l-IA 
D~~T~Q:Q~~~0+7'.:>•1/ALP4Q 

on1.'JT1"RSSISTA'JCE Of :-1ETE'~ AT 72··/l r• DE3·" 
?~I NT• ~~.·11-: r•:1 
PRINT. 
~Go3E=R~ETEq/<;>.B 

?RI NT• "•31:'\GE t:?ESI STANCECOH~S>" 

P"'H.'JT,"~E .. : Ct.>Lig. CO:\lST·CfJl:\l./IN.IL·!~·>" 

P?INr.cc~ 
0 Rt:\lT. 
CC~=C·~l*RGAJ~/'.:>~0·01>*1000• 
D'?I\lT1°\l"'.:v CALI"• CJ\JST·C'1ILIOH'1S/L.q.)" 
;:i"I\Jr.cr.11 
DOI \IT. 
CC3= CC~/ CCI~ 
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11 S'i•J.\JT CO\JTI :\l'JFIJ 

57~ 
')~,,., 

c; RI 
'i 90! 
;; "l"IC 
;; I 0C 
r.~llc 

61!'1 
r, ljf?I 

i; ')ll! 

i; 51 
r, ">0 
">70 
f, R?lr, 

i; 91C 
·1 ~"IC 
7Pl 
1 ".>':IC 

I'll 1'; 
., ., ?\ r: 

.. , 5"1 

7 r, ?i 
7 7?\ 
7 f.(C,l 

7 Jr::\C 
R '?i?IC 
~ l?IC 
g q:~ 
R 1?, 

R '11 
~ 'i·"I 

'Vil 
R .S'1 
Wl·?I 

PRI>Jf, 0\JE.~ CALig. CO:\lST·<UI \J./J,\J./"lILIOH·"l>" 
0 RI:'JT,CC3 
O~[ :\lf, 
C(;3=CC3/ I ?11;'!1 • 
~ELL ~\JO~\J RELATIO.'JSHI?:GQGE FQCfOR=DELTQ RGQGE/RGAGE/SfRAIN 
i:nr CQqLSO\J'S CC3=STP.QI:\l/DELTC\ RGAGE 

G~=l•0/CRGQGS*CC3> 
o 1H \J T, "G l\ Gs F C\ c ro 1co1-1:1/ o·-1.'1 /I \J. / r :-J. > " 
PRI:-JT,Sr 
?RI \JT, 
::>::?I \J T, "S I YI UL l\ TED ST'~ A I ·:\ C iJ I :\I • /I :\l • ) " 
t:!El\I), ST.~.'.1.\i I 

RSl-!~\JT=R3A3~*<1·1/CG~*~·1*STRA:\l~J-l•1> 

PQI :\lT· "51-!'JNT RESI STA~Cr.:c 01 -lS)" 
?RI :\IT, 'QSl-f'J\JT 
on. I'.'.J r, 
\JE:n Cl'.\LC•JLATE Tl-fl!: :;oLTA2f~: O'JTPUT F0i1 TYE PARTICULAR 
S'-l'Ji\iT • 

DEL T''= r~G AGE t q • 'l/ C '1·3AG E+ :.: ~~·1 .l.\JT) 
?~I \JT, "C:.Jll\JGF. I .\J 3AGE ~ESI STl\.'JCE RY S'-!iJ.\iTI :\JGC :-'.!IL! OH;'lS>" 
DELTR 0=DSLT~•l0~0. 

P">[\IT. D:O:LT~q 
?''l-~T, 

PRJ:.Jr, "EXCI fl\ TI ON· VOL Tl\GEC VOLTS>" 
~r:·c.I), '.·~I -: 

r< :q '"'..,I ~ T, "r: ;; -'. ;;L ~:i'I ,J "i ~ i:; SI S T•J " }".\ L: J ~~ C 0 'I -1 S > " 
R·-)1 ~EAD, R 
~'l1 Q=-=!•1*~tCR+PGAGF-DFLTR> 

Ql'l 8=CP*(q.0*R+q.0•RGAGE))/CC1+?G03E>tR.0-<DELTR)t2.A> 
~~1 EO=~I:\l•Cl\-R) 

. -9-y;J 

9 Lj ?j 

9 5'1 
q .) CJ 

PqINf,"QiJTP'JT \JOL IAGE FO~ -S'fT'iTUffLTvOL TS>" 
~O= r:O• I ?100J • 
0Q1:-Jr.~o 

E\JD 
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